SUBJ: LEADERSHIP STRUCTURE OF TALIBAN GROUPS
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OPERATING IN ZABUL PROVINCE (U).
WARNING: (U) THIS IS AN INFORMATION REPORT, NOT FINALLY EVALUATED INTELLIGENCE. REPORT CLASSIFIED

SUMMARY: (U) SEE EXECUTIVE SUMMARY, TEXT PARAGRAPH 1, BELOW.
TEXT: 1. [ ] EXECUTIVE SUMMARY. IN ZABUL PROVINCE THERE ARE CURRENTLY APPROXIMATELY 2,000 LOOSELY ORGANIZED ACTIVE TALIBAN INSURGENTS OPERATING IN 100 SMALL AND MEDIUM Sized ELEMENTS IN ZABUL PROVINCE.
2. [ ] IN ZABUL PROVINCE THERE ARE CURRENTLY APPROXIMATELY 2,000 LOOSELY ORGANIZED ACTIVE TALIBAN INSURGENTS OPERATING IN 100 SMALL TO MEDIUM Sized ELEMENTS. THESE ELEMENTS VARY IN SIZE FROM 8-50 MEN. ADDITIONALLY, THERE ARE APPROXIMATELY 100-150 PUNJABIS, ARABS, CHECHENS, AND UZBEK FOREIGN FIGHTERS, MOST OF WHOM ARE AFFILIATED WITH AL-QAEDA. THESE INSURGENTS ANSWER DIRECTLY TO TALIBAN LEADER MAULAWI ((ISMAIL)) WHO OPERATES FROM OFFICES IN THE NAWI KELAI AREA OF QUETTA, PAKISTAN. DURING THE TALIBAN REGIME, ISMAIL COMMANDED THE BALA HISSAR BATTALION WHICH WAS STATIONED IN QALAT CITY, ZABUL PROVINCE.
COMMENTS:

1. (U) NAMES ARE DOUBLE BRACKETED DUE TO INTELLIGENCE REPORTING FORMAT REQUIREMENT. NAMES IN DOUBLE BRACKETS ARE NOT SURNAMES. AFGHANS, REGARDLESS OF ETHNIC OR TRIBAL AFFILIATION, DO NOT HAVE SURNAMES. AFGHAN NAMES BECOME OFFICIAL UPON ISSUANCE OF A TAZKIRA, THE OFFICIAL AFGHAN IDENTITY CARD, WHEN AN INDIVIDUAL FIRST CONDUCTS OFFICIAL BUSINESS WITH LOCAL DISTRICT OFFICIALS, USUALLY UPON ENTERING ELEMENTARY SCHOOL. THE NAME AS RENDERED ON THE TAZKIRA IS RARELY KNOWN, AND MAY NEVER BE RELEVANT FOR IDENTIFICATION PURPOSES. THE NAMES ABOVE ARE AS SOURCE KNOWS THE INDIVIDUALS CITED TO BE COMMONLY KNOWN, AND MAY NOT CORRELATE TO THE INDIVIDUAL'S TAZKIRA NAME.
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